
Planning for Art and Crafts/Literacy.


1 - Making jungle animals with toilet roll 
middles or kitchen roll middles or rolled 
card (this will likely fill at least 2 
sessions). Anything goes - have fun

If you don’t have paint use felts or 
crayons or collage of any kind.


2. Adding vines and trees to our jungle. I 
have added a papper tree below. By now 
we would usually be making enormous 
ones in the classroom using massive 
cardboard carpet inners and popping 
palm trees in the play area for setting the 
scene for stories and adventures. Wool 
or string is great for the vines.


Literacy ideas with our Jungle Box


3. Writing imaginative stories (the kind 
where you allow them to doodle with 
writing - it might be a letter string or part 
sentences and words spelt plausibly. As 
usual, can they read it back to you after 
drawing a picture to match. 


4. Speaking and listening

I will up load some words for animal 
names for our Jungle for them to listen 
to. Can they come up with a sentence for 
each animal.


Ren eh/ee_________________.


(say ren - ay/ee) And whatever the 
animal did should follow. 

Use ‘eh’ for a boy and ‘ee’ for a girl.


Example sentences :


Ren eh roie.

Ren eh lheimmey.

Ren eh leaystey.

Ren eh jeeaghyn.

Ren ee scuirr.

Ren ee tuittym.

Ren ee keayney.

Ren ee gyllagh.


He ran.

He jumped.

He swung.

He looked.

She stopped.

She fell.

She cried.

She shouted.


5. Please use these sentences for copy 
writing. Choose one or two.  Copy them 
out for your child to follow. Ask them to 
draw or paint pictures to match and re-
read the when finshed writing. Can they 
recall what each sentence was? 

6. Letter writing and recognition


J (because they will likely say J for 
Jungle anyway!)


Look at the capital with the lid on top 
and then the lower case that goes 
below the line with a dot above it (it’s 
the lower case one we want to write 
in a line).


You can use the previous idea of 
drawing them lightly in pencil for the 
children to write over or…


if you want some messy fun you can 
use a sand tray (box lid with thin layer 
of sand) or rub a layer of shaving 
foam or hair condiitioner on a lid (for 
a fun working space) and ask your 
child to try letter j and then a few 
more the same size. rub it out and 
then play in the foam or hair 
conditioner. Add a toy animal if you 
dare before clean up time!

Elefant - (say as in English), lion (same), çheegyr - cheetah (ch-
ee-ger), apag - monkey (ay-pug), ardnieu - snake (er-d-new), 

zebra - sheebrey (she-br-uh), mwannalagh - giraffe (mw-an-al-
agh), cabbyl awin - hippo (cav - ul - ou (in ouch) - un)


